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IPA Star gold, silver
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[194-197-001]

CHF 88

Baseball cap with IPA Logo
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_64_7] 

Keeps the sun away. And gives you a cool head.
The classic solid colour baseball cap with embroidered IPA Logo, the sun is kept away 
and it helps you to keep a cool head. Size: One Size approx. 56 adjustable. Mixed 
fabric made from 70% polyester and 30% cotton. Very good quality, optimal fit. In blue 
or gray. Curved visor and integrated sweatband.

IPA Star gold, silver
Diameter Star: 75 mm, Weight 42 gr.
The price includes the nice giftbox.

CHF 19
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Clasp "Buckle" IPA Switzerland in gold gloss-silver 
matt, with leather belt / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[8104]

CHF 85

Collector Spoon / Sugar Spoon / Teaspoon / 
Souvenir spoon / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_23] 

Beautiful, decorated souvenir spoon with 3D "IPA Switzerland Badge theme"
Dimensions: Length 12.4 cm
Colour: Silver gloss / Gold gloss
Motif: IPA Badge Switzerland
Weight: 20 gm.
Material: metal, galvanized

Buckle IPA Switzerland in gold gloss-silver matt, with leather belt. Available in brown 
or black cowhide, a real eye-catcher. 
Leather belt width 3.9 cm. Black or brown sleek, robust cowhides with belt buckle.
The belt can be individually shortened, and the brass clasp/buckle is replaceable.
Leather belt colours: Dark-brown or black 3,9 cm broad.
Sizes: 115 cm - 125 cm.
Brass Clasp Dimensions buckle: 10 cm width x 7.0 cm height
Brass clasp / buckle colour : gold gloss / silver matt
Size: Black 115 cm / 120 cm / 125 cm
Size: Brown 115 cm / 120 cm / 125 cm

CHF 13
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Fridge Magnet with IPA Switzerland Badge theme
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_22]

CHF 8

High quality 3D Rubber Patches with IPA Logo
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets 
[62_65_19]

Rubber patches in 3D-Optics with legendary IPA Logo. With Velcro at the back for 
attachment to corresponding Velcro templates. Available in 4 colour combinations. 
Diameter 7 cm. This exclusive 3D Rubber Patches are washable.

Colours: blue / yellow gold
Colours: blue / silver gray
Colours: black / golden
Colours: black / silver gray

Beautiful Round fridge magnet with the motif "IPA Schweiz Badge" in 3D and with 
strong magnet. Delivers what it promises.

Theme: 3D  „IPA Badge Schweiz“
Dimensions: Diameter 6 cm
Weight: 54 gm.
Colour: gold, black, blue, red

CHF 12
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High-quality and functional softshell jacket in black
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_121_101]

CHF 115

Hooded-Hoodie blue
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_121_91] 

Trendy Hooded hoodie with normal sleek fit. 280 g polyester fleece / cotton blend with 
a fluffy outside and soft heat retaining inside. With its trendy orange zip and 3 outer 
pockets, this hoodie  becomes even more efficient.
The elastic orange drawstring in hood and the waistband can be adjusted by the push 
buttons. The sleeve ends are elastic at the hem.
Round blue Velcro fastener at the upper arm on the left, and a Velcro fastener at right 
chest, both in the hoodie colour. You can purchase the various patches, additionally. 
See details below. We have the following patches in 3D and rubberized.
Chest Patch: SWITZERLAND rubberized
Upper arm Patches material: Swiss cross Round 
Upper arm Patches rubberized 3D: IPA Logos in various colours

Product information:
Velcro fastener on the upper arm: round Material colours, 7.5 cm diameter.
Velcro fastener on the right chest: Material colours, Width 8.0 cm / Height1.5 cm
Machine wash at 40°. Weight: 540 gm. GSM: 280 g/m2. Elasticised sleeve ends. Hood 
with drawstring. Fluffy soft fleece. Trendy orange zip. 3x Outer pockets with zip. 
Hoodie Colour: blue. Material: 95 % Polyester / 5% cotton. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

This black softshell jacket features with a stylish blue zips and a sporty cut. The zips are 
waterproof "sealed Zip". This jacket is a functional companion in all weather condi-
tions. Breathable, windproof, water-repellent and also very comfortable to wear. Both 
in the mountains and at the lake this softshell jacket belongs to the best Outdoor-Equip-
ment. 
The abrasion-resistant material meets the highest of expectations. The jacket weighs 
890 gm. And can be stowed easily in the backpack if necessary. The two side outer 
pockets with zip offer a lot of storage space. Moreover, a smaller outer pocket is on the 
left chest, also with zip. At the waist, the jacket can be easily adjusted with an elastic 
drawstring with a stopper individually. Cuffs can be adjusted with an elastic rubber. 
Round black Velcro fastener on the upper arm to the left as well as a Velcro fastener on 
right chest, both in black. You can purchase the various patches additionally. See 
details below. We have the following patches in 3D and rubberized.
Chest Patch: SWITZERLAND rubberized
Upper arm Patches material: Schweizer Kreuz Round 
Upper arm Patches rubberized 3D: IPA Logos in various colours

Product information: Velcro fastener on the upper arm: round black, 7.5 cm diameter.
Velcro fastener on the right chest: black, Width 8.0 cm / Height1.5 cm. Jacket colour: 
black. Water, wind resistant and breathable. Waterproof - 4.0000 mm, Chin protection
3x Outer pockets with zip. Zip: Blue “sealed zipper” Waterproof. Weight: 890 gm. 
GSM: 320 g/m2. Material: 96 % Polyester / 4 % Spandex. Easy-care. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

CHF 79
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Hooded-Hoodie grey
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_121_92]

CHF 79

IPA Hooded-Pullover / Hoodie
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_5]

Soft sweat quality fleece and very comfortable to wear. With hood and drawstring.
Moisture-adjusting and quick-drying. With kangaroo pockets. Wide closing ribbed 
hem, hem at waist and sleeves. Material 65% cotton, 35% polyester. Embroiders with 
IPA logo on upper arm and breast
Fit : Normal
Care instructions: machine wash
Colour : Gray

Trendy Hooded hoodie with normal sleek fit. 280 g polyester fleece / cotton blend 
with a fluffy outside and soft heat retaining inside. With its trendy orange zip and 3 
outer pockets, this hoodie becomes even more efficient.
The elastic blue drawstring in hood and the waistband can be adjusted by the push 
buttons. The sleeve ends are elastic at the hem.
Round grey Velcro fastener at the upper arm on the left, and a Velcro fastener at right 
chest, both in the hoodie colours. You can purchase the various patches, additionally. 
See details below. We have the following patches in 3D and rubberized.
Chest Patch: SWITZERLAND rubberized
Upper arm Patches material: Swiss cross Round 
Upper arm Patches rubberized 3D: IPA Logos s in various colours

Product information:
Velcro fastener on the upper arm: round Material colours, 7.5 cm diameter.
Velcro fastener on the right chest: Material colours, Width 8.0 cm / Height 1.5 cm
Machine wash at 40°. Weight: 540 gm. GSM: 280 g/m2. Elasticised sleeve ends. 
Hood with drawstring. Fluffy soft Fleece. Trendy blue zip. 3x Outer pockets with zip
Colour: grey. Material: 95 % Polyester / 5% cotton. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

CHF 82
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IPA Hooded-Pullover / Hoodie black / red
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_3] 

CHF 75

IPA Hooded-Pullover / Hoodie gray / red
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_4] 

Comfortably soft hooded pullover with zipper. The hood is provided with a red 
drawstring. All zips including the two side pockets are kept in red. Finally, elastic hem 
at waist and sleeves. Material 65% Cotton 35% Polyester. IPA logo printed on the 
upper arm and chest.

Fit: tight
Hood inner lining red
Care instructions: machine wash
Colour: Gray / Red

Hoodie Size
Size Shoulder width Chest Clothing length Sleeve lenght
S 40 cm    48 66 to 69 cm 60 to 63 cm
M 42 cm    51 70 to 72 cm 62 to 65 cm
L 45 cm    54 73 to 75 cm 66 to 68 cm
XL 48 cm    58 75 to 77 cm 69 to 72 cm
XXL 51 cm    61 78 to 80 cm 71 to 75 cm

CHF 75

Light hooded pullover with zipper. The hood is provided with a red drawstring. All zips 
including the two side pockets are kept in red. Finally, elastic hem at waist and sleeves. 
Material 65% Cotton 35% Polyester. IPA logo printed on the upper arm and chest.

Fit: tight
Hood inner lining red
Care instructions: machine wash
Colour: Black / Red

Hoodie Size
Size Shoulder width Chest Clothing length Sleeve lenght
S 40 cm    48 66 to 69 cm 60 to 63 cm
M 42 cm    51 70 to 72 cm 62 to 65 cm
L 45 cm    54 73 to 75 cm 66 to 68 cm
XL 48 cm    58 75 to 77 cm 69 to 72 cm
XXL 51 cm    61 78 to 80 cm 71 to 75 cm
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IPA Patches black with Velcro
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_7]

CHF 10

IPA Patches blue with Velcro
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_6]

Patch with Velcro-rear and sewed on Velcro in suitable size. Suitable for all textiles. 
Sew only round rear Velcro on textile jackets, backpacks etc. and the front are already 
attached with Velcro.
IPA Logo with gold thread (shiny) or silver thread (shiny) Diameter: 70 mm with Velcro 
on the rear easy attachment and removal

CHF 10

IPA Patches with Velcro
Patch with Velcro-rear and sewed on Velcro in suitable size.
Suitable for all textiles. Sew only round rear Velcro on textile jackets, backpacks etc. 
and the front are already attached with Velcro.
IPA Logo with gold thread (shiny) or silver thread (shiny)
Diameter: 70 mm

with Velcro on the rear
easy attachment and removal
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IPA Switzerland Coin / coin - large
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_20]

CHF 17

IPA Switzerland Coin / coin - large
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_19]

CHF 17

IPA Coin / coin in 3D mould. In shiny gold finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard and soft enamel (spot colours).
Both sides with IPA Logo / rear IPA Badge. 
Coin / coin is supplied in a matching acrylic box.
Weight large coin: 68 gm.
Diameter large coin: 55 mm

IPA Coin / coin in 3D mould. In matt silver finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard and soft enamel (spot colours).
Both sides with IPA Logo / rear IPA Badge. 
Coin / coin is supplied in a matching acrylic box.
Weight large coin: 68 gm.
Diameter large coin: 55 mm
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IPA Switzerland Coin / coin - small
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_21]

CHF 14

IPA Switzerland Coin / coin - small
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
62_168_18]

CHF 14

IPA Coin / coin in 3D mould. In shiny gold finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard and soft enamel (spot colours).
Both sides with IPA Logo / rear IPA Badge. 
Coin / coin is supplied in a matching acrylic box.
Weight small coin: 44 gm.
Diameter small coin: 45 mm

IPA Coin / coin in 3D mould. In matt silver finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard and soft enamel (spot colours).
Both sides with IPA Logo / rear IPA Badge. 
Coin / coin is supplied in a matching acrylic box.
Weight small coin: 44 gm.
Diameter small coin: 45 mm
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IPA Switzerland Keychain
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_14]

CHF 23

IPA Switzerland Keychain
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_15]

CHF 
19.5

Keychain, IPA Badge in 3D mould made of cowhide. In gold-gloss or matt silver finish. 
With key ring and lobster clasp.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard enamel (spot colours).
Weight: 38 gm.
Dimension Badge Pendant: Height 5.0 cm / width 3.5 cm
Dimensions Leather: height 8 cm / width 6 cm widest point.

Key chain IPA Badge in 3D mould. In gold gloss or matt silver finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard enamel (spot colours).
Weight: 26 gm.
Dimension Badge Pendant: Height 5.0 cm / width 3.5 cm
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IPA velcro patch rubberised 3D
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_25] 

CHF 15

Long-sleeved gray shirt with IPA Logo
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_9] 

CHF 45

Rubberized 3D Velcro patch IPA Switzerland based on the model of metal badges IPA 
Switzerland and in the same size 8cm x 5.5cm. Available in silver / gray as well as in 
gold / yellow. Very robust and washable.

Additional Velcro (soft) is included in the delivery.

Form-fitting long sleeve shirt with a round neck. 100% Cotton. The material used is soft 
and provides a comfortable wearing comfort. The neckline is edged with a narrow, fine 
fabric-band. IPA logo on chest.
Material: 100% cotton
Colour: gray/black
Casual Men's Long Sleeve
Neckline: Round Neck
Fit: Normal
Soft cotton / comfortable wearing
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Medium Pocket Knife Spartan Lite with 
LED Light / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_24]

CHF 56

Men's long-sleeved gray shirt 
with IPA Logo / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_1]

CHF 49

A cult for real guys: fashionable long-sleeved shirt in iconic double rib quality. The gray 
round neck shirt, distinguished by its modern design with the three button placket. The 
shirt made of pure cotton with a straight fit is very comfortable to wear. IPA logo print 
on chest. 100% Cotton.

From Victorinox. When you hear the word Swiss pocket knife, you probably think of 
the legendary Swiss Army Knives. And the legend continues in Spartan Lite Pocket 
Knife. It all started With this pocket knife. It has helped people around the world to 
do their job. And thanks to the LED light, you do not have to wait for daylight to get 
started. The button battery of the LED lamp can be easily replaced. No matter where 
your big and small tricky adventures are: The Spartan Lite is always ready. A modern 
black grip, with high-quality, integrated pad printing of the IPA logo and motif of the 
IPA Switzerland Badges in colour, as well as IPA Switzerland. Scratch and abrasion 
resistant.

Product information:
Tools: Blade, large. Blade, small. Phillips screwdriver 1/2. Key Ring. Reamer, Punch 
and Awl. Can opener. Screwdriver 3 mm. Bottle opener. Wire Stripper. Screwdriver 
5mm. Toothpicks. Tweezers. LED light with button battery. Mini Screwdriver 1.5mm. 
Corkscrew

Dimensions
Colour: Black. Net weight: 83 g. Details. Shell Material     ABS / Cellidor. Size 91 
mm. Lock Blade No. One handed blade No
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Men's white Polo shirt with IPA Logo
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

Short Sleeve Polo Shirt light blue-white 
with IPA Logo / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

[62_168_2]

CHF 46

[62_168_8]

CHF 44

Casual light blue-white polo shirt for men. Fine knit-folding collar and button placket 
with four buttons. High quality cotton piqué offers comfortable wearing. Decorative 
white stripes on the cuffs. This classic polo shirt, easy to care and with a perfect fit from 
100% cotton single jersey. IPA Logo printed on chest.

Classically chic shirt for sports and leisure. The shirt is straight cut, loose fit and not firm 
on the body. The cotton Piqué is comfortably light. Collar and cuffs in red/blue lend a 
sporty character to the shirt. The design is timeless, it can be ideally combined. Button 
border with three buttons. Printed IPA logo on chest. The shirt is 100% high quality 
cotton, soft piqué quality. Stripes on the collar and cuffs. Available in different sizes.
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Petite broche IPA Suisse en 3D, Fermeture 
Butterfly / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

Small IPA Switzerland pin-on pin, Brooch 
needle / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

CHF 9.5

[000-002-000][62_168_16]

CHF 16

Small IPA pin-on pin in 3D mould. In gold gloss or matt silver finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard enamel (spot colours).
Weight: 12 gm.
Dimensions: Height 4 cm / width 2.6 cm
Clasp : Brooch needle

Small IPA clip on pin in 3D mould. In gold-gloss or matt silver finish.
Metal, zinc alloy, embossed and enamelled in hard enamel (spot colours).
Weight: 6 gm.
Dimensions: Height 3.5 cm / width 2.3 cm
Clasp: Butterfly clasp
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Softshell blue functional jacket with 
IPA Logo / IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

T-Shirt IPA retro black
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

[62_168_10] 

CHF 
129

[62_168_12] 

CHF 44

The classic t-shirt with a round neck. Retro style. Stretchable and very comfortable 
quality. Comfortable to wear and extremely easy to care. 100% cotton, 180 GSM 
single jersey.
Printed with POLICE and IPA logo and badge.
Available in different sizes.
Colour: Black

This classic-sporty softshell jacket presents itself in top-smart "blue". Softshell is a 
high-tech material optimal for all outdoor activities. Our high-quality membrane is 
windproof, waterproof up to 4,000 mm and highly breathable. Thus it keeps our 
softshell jacket nice and dry and warm. The zippers are waterproof and extend the 
application range of this functional jacket. The jacket is equipped with two spacious 
outer side pockets and one chest pocket. This jacket is embroidered with the IPA logo 
on the right upper arm as well as the right chest.

Product features:
- waterproof - 4.0000 mm
- windproof
- 2 zip front pockets
- dry zips
- High collar with chin protection and warming fleece lining
- sleeves with adjustable Velcro
- washable at 30 degrees
- Colour: blue / Inner Fleece / functional fabric black
- 96% polyester / 4% Spandex / 144F Polar Fleece
- Weight 285 gm
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The perfect outdoor jacket with sporty look
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets

T-Shirt IPA retro gray
IPA Casual Wear and Gadgets
[62_168_11]

CHF 44

[62_121_89]

CHF 
125

This grey softshell jacket features with trendy orange dry zips and a sporty cut. The zips are waterproof. This 
softshell jacket is a functional companion in all weather conditions. Breathable, windproof, water-repellent 
and also very comfortable to wear. Both in the mountains, at sea or in the city this softshell jacket deserves to 
be the best Outdoor-Equipment. The abrasion-resistant material meets the highest of expectations. The jacket 
weighs 970 gm. And can be stowed easily in the backpack if necessary. Many fashionable and at the same 
time practical details mark this softshell jacket. The hood can be removed by zip. Hood and waist can be 
customised individually with an elastic drawstring and stopper. The two side outer pockets with zipper offer 
lots of stowage space. In addition, a smaller outer pocket at chest is on the left with zip. Cuffs can be adjusted 
with an elastic rubber. The jacket is fitted with reflective silver stripes at the shoulders and cuffs. Thus, the 
carrier is well spotted even at night.

Round grey Velcro fastener on the upper arm on the left, as well as a Velcro fastener on the right chest, both in 
grey. The various patches can be purchased additionally. See details below. We have the following patches in 
3D and rubberized.
Chest Patch: SWITZERLAND rubberized
Upper arm Patches material: Swiss cross Round 
Upper arm Patches rubberized 3D: IPA Logos in various colours

Product information: Velcro fastener on the upper arm: round grey, 7.5 cm diameter.
Velcro fastener on the right chest: grey, Width 8.0 cm / Height1.5 cm. Jacket colour: grey. Water, wind proof 
and breathable. Waterproof - 4.0000 mm. Hood can be removed by a zip. Chin protection. Reflective stripes 
on shoulders and sleeve ends
3x Outer pockets with zip. Zips: Orange "sealed zip" Waterproof. Weight: 970 gm. GSM: 320 g/m2. Material: 
96 % Polyester / 4 % Spandex. Easy-care. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The classic t-shirt with a round neck. Retro style. Stretchable and very comfortable 
quality. Comfortable to wear and extremely easy to care. 100% cotton, 180 GSM 
single jersey.
Printed with POLICE and IPA logo and badge.
Available in different sizes.
Colour : gray
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